Vocollect SRX2
Bluetooth Wireless Headset

The Vocollect™ SRX2 Bluetooth® Wireless Headset sets the standard for voice worker ergonomics, enhancing the worker experience by providing the most comfortable wireless headset option available. When combined with Vocollect SoundSense™ voice recognition technology, the SRX2 wireless headset offers unmatched accuracy while reducing unwanted word and sound insertions by 50 percent.

The innovative component design enables shared use of electronics, while preserving individual worker hygiene through the use of individual headbands, reducing both the upfront cost and the ongoing cost of ownership. The Advanced Speech Recognition Protocol ensures zero loss of speech and audio information, providing the highest levels of accuracy and worker performance.

The Vocollect SRX2 wireless headset is the ideal headset solution for distribution centers, with superior speech recognition technology, long battery life in every operating environment, and an innovative, shareable component design.

FEATURES & BENEFITS

The SRX2 headset uses an embedded multi-microphone array and when used with SoundSense, reduces unwanted word and sound insertions by more than 50%.

Advanced Speech Recognition Protocol ensures zero loss of speech and audio information, unlike consumer Bluetooth headsets. This provides the best voice interaction experience, even in highly congested environments.

The ground-breaking shareable component design provides management and workers the ultimate wireless headset solution without compromise.

Designed and certified to operate in every high noise environment, from dry to cool to freezer. Also provides great battery performance, lasting up to 10 hours in the challenging freezer environment and up to 20 hours in dry environments.

For the worker, the SRX2 device provides the most comfortable and ergonomic wireless headset option available (featuring Honeywell’s 280° spin design).
## TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

**Low Operating Temperature:** -30°C (-22°F)
**High Operating Temperature:** 50°C (122°F)
**Low Storage Temperature:** -40°C (-40°F)
**High Storage Temperature:** 70°C (158°F)

**Water & Dust Resistance:** IP54
**Humidity:** 5%–95% condensing
**Microphone:** Sealed, noise canceling
**Drop Resistance:** 24 drops from 1.83 m (6 ft) at low and high operating temperatures

**Weight with Battery:** 194 g (6.84 oz) with stability strap
**Battery:** High-performance battery typically provides 10–20 hours of service
**Cupped Models:** Provides about 10 dB ambient noise reduction

**Bluetooth Version:** v2.1

For a complete listing of all compliance approvals and certifications, please visit [www.honeywellaidc.com/compliance](http://www.honeywellaidc.com/compliance).

For a complete listing of all supported bar code symbologies, please visit [www.honeywellaidc.com/symbologies](http://www.honeywellaidc.com/symbologies).